APPENDIX - XII

Scoring Key for Reading Diagnostic Test

I. Letter Identification

1. Sun, Surgeon, Sugar, Sure
2. Bush, cash, smash, cash
3. Book, Baby, Bench, Bible
4. Goat, Gun, Green, Game
5. Delhi, Donkey, Drink, Debate

II. Word Attack

1. London
2. Teacher
3. Butter
4. Gold
5. Master

III. Analogues

1. Students
2. Green
3. Happiness
4. Head
5. Write
IV. Sound Identification

1. Same
2. Different
3. Same
4. Same
5. Different

V. Word Recognition

1. Sun / Bun, Fun (Sun), Gun
2. Shy / Sky (Shy), Spy, Deny
3. Cut / Shut, Nut, Cut, Hut
4. Taught / Bought, Caught (Taught), Brought
5. Table / Constable, Table, Stable, Eatable

VI. Reading with correct pronounciation, intonation, stress etc.

VII. Complete the missing words

1. Ten
2. Cup
3. Bat
4. Knife
5. Apple
VIII. Comprehension

1. A capseller went to a village
2. Because he was tired
3. Monkeys took the caps from the bundle
4. He threw his cap on the ground
5. Yes, the monkies followed the same action done by the capseller

IX. Auditory Segmentation

1. Shouted
2. Won
3. Honest
4. Blow
5. Finished

X. Cloze Test

1. the bone
2. played
3. dog’s
4. crow
5. bone

(The mark is given for any appropriate answer)